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BLOCKCHAIN AND SDGS: PROGRAMMING A
SUSTAINABLE WORLD
Alberto Medina, Mirna Smoljan, Sofya Parfenova
1. Introduction
The World Economic Forum (2015) estimates that by 2027, 10% of global gross domestic product
(GDP) will be stored on blockchain-based platforms. Every region in the world is concerned by
the spread of blockchain solutions. A survey conducted by Ernest and Young (2018a) shows that
28% of respondents expect the United States to experience the highest growth in blockchain
adoption, followed by China (18%), Japan (14%) and the United Kingdom (12%) (Alexis R.
Rocamora, 2018). This data justifies that since past few years the blockchain technology has
become the central topic of any discussion about the future of the digital economy. On one hand,
the potential benefits of blockchain technology has high expectations, while on the other hand
blockchain technology has received a fair amount of skepticism for not being as unique as it was
expected to be.
Blockchain is itself revolutionary. On the one hand, there is no doubt that bitcoin, the first
blockchain that have ever existed, offered an innovative and creative solution to a long-standing
problem,1 opening-up a great deal of opportunities for another areas. On the other, blockchain has
been progressively acquiring a substantial economic significance that have led even some to
compare the development of blockchain with the advent of the internet.2 In this context, it become
of outmost importance to draw clear distinctions between the revolutionary character of the
technology itself and its ability to revolutionize some of the most essential social interactions.
Some blockchain advocates, for example, have insisted that Blockchain “could help us usher in a
new era of prosperity” (Tapscott and Tapscott 2016, 98) and that it represent as such “an engine
for inclusion” (Tapscott and Tapscott 2016, 99).3 But a common overstatement of blockchain
capabilities and the reluctance to seriously consider its adoption hurdles and intrinsic limitations, is
leading to unrealistic expectations about what blockchain can really do (Pisa 2018, 81–82). It is
therefore important to understand the true potential of blockchain technology and to put it into
concrete alternatives to advance the global development agenda.
Beyond the hype surrounding blockchain a meaningful number of projects with social aims have
been developed, especially in the past two years. Initially, an important proportion of them were
almost entirely intended to simplify and improve payments systems. For instance, the startup
AID:Tech which in 2015 proposed a blockchain-based solution to distribute aid among Syrian war
refugees living in camps in Lebanon. AID:Tech proposed a system of vouchers (with printed QR
Although Bitcoin was not the first digital currency that has ever existed, it proposed a groundbreaking solution to the so-called double-spending
problem (Brito and Castillo 2013, 4).
2 For instance, Blythe Masters former JP Morgan Chase CFO, commented “You should be taking this technology as seriously as you should have
been taking the development of the Internet in the early 1990s”.
3 Alex and Don Tapscott, two prominent figures widely known for their active participation and engagement with blockchain, remark in their
book ‘The blockchain revolution’ that instead of predicting a blockchain future, they are advocating for it (Tapscott and Tapscott 2016, 98).
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codes)that were to be scanned at delivery point and exchanged for food and other basic goods.
This solution guaranteed that every voucher was to be spent only once, since all transactions were
registered on a blockchain, and prevented false vouchers to be exchanged.4
Another notorious early attempt was conducted by the start-up called Bankymoon. Aided by smart
meters the proposed model allows donors around the world to pay for African schools’ electricity.5
Blockchain allowed better levels of transparency since the donation can now directly translated into
a tangible asset for those intended beneficiaries. Under such circumstances, nor national
governments nor NGOs are considered essential to manage and distribute donations. Blockchain
makes possible to dispense the need of having a middleman between the donors and beneficiaries.
Furthermore, considering that the payments are to be made in the form of bitcoin or any other
cryptocurrencies, banks and other financial institutions are also dispensed.
The contributions of both AID:Tech and Bankymoon are only two of the many ways in which
blockchain is proposing innovative alternatives to cope with long standing problems. This essay
does not aim to make a compilation of the most representative case studies nor to measure their
success by scrutinizing their outcomes, but to make an enquiry and a critical evaluation of the
opportunities that blockchain can offer to advance some of the most pressing challenges brought
by the 2030 Sustainable Development Agenda (SDA). This essay will be divided in 3 sections. The
first section will introduce a brief introduction of blockchain, its basic operating principles and
fundamental concepts. The second, will present a theoretical exploration of the potential of
blockchain for each of the seventeen goals of the SDA. The third section moves beyond theory
and examines in depth two case studies.
1.1.

What is blockchain?

In theory, “a blockchain is a digitized, decentralized, public ledger of all cryptocurrency
transactions. Constantly growing as “completed” blocks (the most recent transaction) are recorded
and added to it in chronological order. It allows market participants to keep track of digital currency
transactions without central recordkeeping. Each node (a computer connected to the network) gets
a copy of the blockchain, which is downloaded automatically.” (Fortney, 2018)
The blockchain technology has a huge potential in revolutionizing the banking industry through its
many applications. For example, due to the decentralized nature of blockchain technology – as
transactions are recorded across a peer-to-peer network which increases transparency – the
instances related to corruption could be very easily averted. This technology is not only surrounding
the banking industry or cryptocurrencies but is also on its way towards exploring major sectors
such as: supply chain management, renewable energy, climate change, etc. Some already established
practices of blockchain includes: trace funding, development aid transfer, digital identity
It was the combination of different technologies and not blockchain itself which allow to detect and prevent twenty fraudulent vouchers to be
exchanged. While blockchain can be attributed with the capacity to guarantee that a specific amount is only to be spend only once, it still relies on
an external input that feeds the system with information. The above should be carefully considered. The characteristics of tamper-resistance and
transparency usually attributed to the systems that employ blockchain can be seriously affected by a manipulation of the data input compromising
therefore the ability of the entire system to “bring transparency to opaque systems” (UNDP)
5 Initially they payments were restricted to pay electricity but with the expansion of the pre-paid utilities industry in South Africa, now it is also
possible to pay another service like gas and water under the same scheme.
4
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management, property registration, but of course it requires a deeper study to understand the longterm risks associated with it: such as privacy protection. (University of Groningen, 2018)

Figure 1. How Blockchain works? (Blockgeeks, 2018)

In figure 1 above, we can understand how a blockchain-based transaction takes place in the form
of a decentralized system authority. The whole system can be easily adjusted to manage
transactions, which is the reason why it can be universally applied in different environments to
create value. Any blockchain based system could be programmed to automatically undertake
transactions based on previously set criteria and conditions. Each block in a blockchain transaction
has a unique identification and could be easily traced throughout the transaction process. As
determined by the owner, the blockchain system can permit either public access or could be set for
only a private set of individuals (Institute for Global Environmental Strategies, 2018).
For us, the blockchain technology can make our life easier by verifying transactions, creating
decentralized financial systems and giving us simple access to financial services, and together with
artificial intelligence, advanced automation and 3D manufacturing techniques, digital finance can
create new economic opportunities for our future. As an incorruptible distributed ledger of
information on property registration, personal identity, source of food and medicines, etc., it builds
a strong transparent system to facilitate the fight against the global challenges.
Current innovations in the humanitarian blockchain space include projects by UN agencies such
as the World Food Programme, as well as other more development-oriented start-ups affecting
society in different areas of life. UNOPS has launched a pilot project - the digital identity
applications of blockchain in Moldova to protect children and young women from being illegally
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trafficked. Also, the UN Climate Change sector helped establish the Climate Chain Coalition
(CCC), which is based on blockchain technology. CCC’s main goal is to advance collaboration
among members to strengthen the monitoring, reporting and verification of climate action impacts.
(Jafrey, 2018). Through blockchain, this coalition will focus on improving transparency, traceability
and cost-effectiveness of climate action, building trust among climate actors, making incentive
mechanisms for climate action accessible to the poorest and supporting mobilization of green
finance. (United Nations Climate Change, 2018). We can find numerous similar initiatives that
further support the fact that blockchain technology is becoming an important element and
innovative factor in development projects.
According to a survey of participants of one of the last World Economic Forum, by 2023 the
technology will be actively used in the sphere of public services by the leading world powers.
Moreover, about 10% of world GDP (according to the OECD forecasts) will be created with the
direct use of blockchain technology. The main benefits from the introduction of technology are
expected in reducing operating costs, reducing settlement time, reducing risks. (World Economic
Forum, 2018)
The blockchain applications present a certain connection with all 17 SDGs across four sectors
(finance, business, government and climate change and sustainable societies). While some SDGs
are less directly influenced, overall, blockchain applications bear a strong connection to at least 11
of the 17 SDGs (Alexis R. Rocamora, 2018). This fact can also be supported by the fact that most
blockchain applications could foster economic innovation among development stakeholders,
ensure transparency and accountability for development financial institutions, and empower
citizens and small and medium enterprises. Blockchain could decentralize processes, improves the
efficiency of data management and facilitate peer-to-peer models. Through these attributes,
blockchain is about to modify our economy order and contribute to the creation of sustainable
societies. (Alexis R. Rocamora, 2018)
SDGs
Goal 1. End poverty in all its forms
everywhere

Potential of Blockchain Technology
Cryptocurrencies and other blockchain-based tokens let
population trade and transact easier. (Gear, 2017)

Goal 2. End hunger, achieve food security and
improved nutrition and promote sustainable
agriculture

World Food Programme (WFP) already implemented a
pilot project in 2017 called Builiding Blocks. It enabled
the transfer of WFP Food and cash on a public
Ethereum blockchain through a smartphone app to
vulnerable families in Pakistan, addressing SDG Goals
No.1 and 2., poverty and hunger. The WFP expanded
the project to a Syrian refugee camp in Azraq, Jordan to
successfully facilitate cash transfers for over 10 000
Syrian refugees on its blockchain payments platform.
The implementation of blockchain technology later
enabled Syrian refugees to buy food from local retailers
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Goal 3. Ensure healthy lives and promote
well-being for all at all ages

Goal 4. Ensure inclusive and equitable quality
education and promote lifelong learning
opportunities for all

using biometric scan of their eye where each transaction
was recorder on a blockchain, rendering the use of cash,
bank cards, and paper vouchers obsolete.
Blockchain can allow sharing patient healthcare records
more securely and efficiently. (Gear, 2017)

Blockchain can bring transparency to the education
system, particularly in the underdeveloped countries,
and through tracking system, people who invest in
education can be sure that their money is being spent for
the right purpose.

Goal 5. Achieve gender equality and empower
all women and girls

Blockchain could provide a platform where storing
identification documents as a viable way of proving their
identity, in a humanitarian scenario. It is believed
authorities could also identify women or girls who have
been trafficked or who have gone missing.
Goal 6. Ensure availability and sustainable Implementation of blockchain technology in the field of
management of water and sanitation for all
clean water management can help to solve the problem
of black market.
Goal 7. Ensure access to affordable, reliable, Blockchain allows consumers to be producers at the
sustainable and modern energy for all
same time. They can produce energy (solar panels,
turbines, CHP, home or car battery) and trade it directly
with other consumers in a peer-to-peer network:
transparent, in a real time, and secure thanks to the
distributed ledger. (Grosjean, 2017)
Goal 8. Promote sustained, inclusive and Blockchain could provide a more effective way of
sustainable economic growth, full and facilitating faster and cheaper international payments,
productive employment and decent work for using virtual currency as a bridge, using distributed
all
ledgers to enable new cross boarder payments models,
providing a secure digital infrastructure for verifying
identity, securing property rights (and other valuable
property), making aid disbursement more secure and
transparent. (Pisa, Juden , 2017)
Goal 9. Build resilient infrastructure, promote “Small businesses can get ahead, innovate and build an
inclusive and sustainable industrialization and edge with blockchain transformation by using
blockchain-based services as well as creating their own
foster innovation
apps on top of blockchain – decentralized apps, or
DApps. Finally, businesses can already use smart
contracts to regulate and govern relationships and
agreements with other entities.” (Tamar, 2018)
Goal 10. Reduce inequality within and among Blockchain can lower barriers to voting by allowing
countries
secure remote authentication of voters’ identity, secure
record keeping for vote tracking on the blockchain audit
trail (Schlegel, 2017)
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Goal 11. Make cities and human settlements Blockchain technology can be integrated with city
inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable
services to reduce wasted time, effort and resources
(Epsom, 2017)
Goal 12. Ensure sustainable consumption and Blockchain technology would allow for full transparency
production patterns
and traceability throughout the supply chain which will
ensure products are actually sourced in line with their
sustainability claims (Epsom, 2017)
Goal 13. Take urgent action to combat climate Blockchain can provide a platform to create a new
change and its impacts
environmental conversation sites.
Goal 14. Conserve and sustainably use the Blockchain initiatives provide with an unique ID and
oceans, seas and marine resources for along with relevant audit information to demonstrate
sustainable development
that the fish is caught legally and sustainably (Epsom,
2017)
Goal 15. Protect, restore and promote Blockchain is used at the rural level to identify whose
sustainable use of terrestrial ecosystems, responsible hectares of certified forests and can be an
sustainably
manage
forests,
combat alternative solution for tracing provenance (Epsom,
desertification, and halt and reverse land 2017)
degradation and halt biodiversity loss
Goal 16. Promote peaceful and inclusive Blockchain technology could be used to give refugees a
societies for sustainable development, provide digital identity. ID2020 teamed up with Accenture and
access to justice for all and build effective, are looking at rolling out an inter-operable, user-owned
accountable and inclusive institutions at all and controlled digital identity to its hundreds of
levels
thousands of staff. They hope that this initiative will
evolve to a standard background check which can be
distributed to potential clients using a biometrics system
that can manage data on fingerprints and irises. (Cullell,
2018)
17. Strengthen the means of implementation Innate in Blockchain technology core design is the
and revitalize the Global Partnership for ability to foster successful partnerships with “peer to
Sustainable Development
peer” exchanges. The utilization of blockchain smart
contracts creates automatic authenticated transparency
and trust to enable partnerships to thrive, hence
breeding a situation where true collaborative solutions
can be born. This has a potential to be a perfect model
for establishing productive partnerships. (Woolf, 2017)

Blockchain technology can play one of the crucial roles in implementation and monitoring
development programs and projects by making data digitization process and data access easier.
And, no doubt we consider the fact that blockchain is a new innovative technology, but not the
only way. We are supposed to use the opportunity of the technology in conditions of extremely
developing and changing life. But we still should keep in mind that any kind of technology, even
with the highest expectations from society can be destroying.
Strengthening the means of implementation is key to realizing the Agenda for Sustainable
Development. Our research aims to explore potential of blockchain technology for supporting to
which extent can blockchain support the attainment of the SDGs, specifically in case of supply
chain and renewable energy.
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This essay utilizes a qualitative approach with a case study-based research. Divided in 3 sections,
the first section introduces a brief introduction of blockchain, its basic operating principles and
fundamental concepts. The second section presents a theoretical exploration of the potential of
blockchain for each of the seventeen goals of the SDA. The third section moves beyond theory
and examines in depth two case studies. Extensive desktop study and interviews have been
conducted to collect required data and findings were made in consultation with blockchain experts
and researchers.
As the blockchain technology and its related research pertinent to development projects is limited,
a major limitation was to get in-depth information on blockchain applications. Due to probable
confidentiality reasons, this information on exact application of blockchain in projects was often
not included in the reports.
2. On track towards universal energy access
Economic growth, human development and environmental sustainability are weaved together by
one fundamental element: energy access (IEA 2017, 11). As a constituent component for human
progress, energy needs to be of utmost priority in the global agenda. Despite that, in 2017 the
number of people without electricity access was for the first time below 1 billion, today one-ineight of the people living in this planet have no access to electricity (IEA 2017, 1–5). Presently, the
ASD envisions that by 2030 the world population will have access to affordable, reliable and
modern energy services.6 But while some countries are on an accelerated path to meeting this goal,
like India which is expected to achieve universal access by the early 2020s, many other countries,
especially those located in sub-Saharan Africa, continue to lag behind (IEA 2017, 12).
In this context, how could technology contribute to reverse the current trends in this changeover
process? This section makes an enquiry into the potential of blockchain towards achieving the ASD
proposed energy goals. By examining a blockchain enabled solar project in Uganda, the aim is to
shed light on blockchain and its capabilities as well as its potential drawbacks in this field. The first
part provides a general overview and current challenges of the African energy sector. The second
introduces the selected case study and explains the model proposed. Finally, the third part presents
a critical analysis which ponders blockchains’ capabilities and limitations against the existing socioeconomic conditions in Uganda.

6

Foreseen in the SDG 7.1, see “Transforming our world: The 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development”.
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Figure 2. Population without electricity access. Source: Energy Access Outlook 2017.

2.1. African Energy Outlook
According to information of the World Economic Forum (WEF), 62.5% of the population of subSaharan Africa did not have access to electricity in mid-2017.7 Despite the progress achieved in the
past decade,8 there are still many concerns that the aim of universal access by 2030 will not be met.
For example, by considering the current electrification rates the WEF warns that for the region
“universal energy access” by 2030 seems unlikely.9 Even more, the International Energy Agency
(IEA) stated that “more than 700 million people, predominantly in rural settlements in sub-Saharan
Africa, are projected to remain without electricity in 2040” (IEA 2018, 5).
Given these conditions, the IEA insists in the need of accelerating investment in cleaner and more
efficient technologies whereas the WEF considers urgent to fast-track their deployment and to
significantly increase the capital flows. But more capital and more investment per se does not assure
that the goal will be met. The region has long been confronted with another persistent challenge,
that is distribution. Deployment of technologies and allocation of recourses are flawed by
important asymmetries. While grid expansion in highly populated urban centers has been
prioritized, the electrification rates in rural areas are improving at a much slower pace. According
to World Bank data, the electricity access rates among urban households in Sub-Saharan Africa are
about 71 percent, compared with the 22 percent in rural areas (WBG 2018, 29–50) (Figure 2).

Information retrieved from the World Economic Forum article “Energy Access Africa”, see https://www.weforum.org/projects/energy-accessafrica Accessed on Nov 4, 2018.
8 Consider for example the decrease in the share of population without access to electricity observed in the Energy Access Outlook 2012 and 2016
of the International Energy Agency, see annexes 1 and 2.
9 Information retrieved from the World Economic Forum article “Energy Access Africa”, see https://www.weforum.org/projects/energy-accessafrica Accessed on Nov 4, 2018.
7
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Despite these imbalances, the World Bank recommends continuing to concentrate in the expansion
and improvement of urban grids (WBG 2018, 2–3). From a narrow economic perspective, urban
grids might be indeed the most viable option. The cost of new connections to the grid in densely
populated urban areas is much lower compared to the rural ones where settlements tend to be
more scattered. Furthermore, focusing on urban belts may positively impact electrification rates at
a much lower cost. But by doing so, rural areas are to be once again deprived from opportunities
of reaching their own progress.

Figure 3. Rural and Urban electrification panorama in 2010 (Trotter 2016:112).10

One increasingly accepted approach to address this problem has been the adoption of the so-called
off-grids and mini-grids solutions. In off-grids, electricity is generated and consumed on-site
without the intervention of the company or companies controlling the national grid. This method
allows to reduce the costs for building-up infrastructure and widens the expansion potential. On
the other hand, mini-grids are small-scale distribution networks that supply electricity to a reduced
and localized areas.11
Typically, off-grid and mini-grid solutions rely on solar panels and wind turbines to generate
electricity. Nonetheless, one of their limitations has been the considerable initial investment
required due to the high equipment costs; both for producing and storing electricity. But in recent
years, these prices are plummeting. The above is particularly true for photovoltaic (PV) panels.12
Between 2009 and 2017 alone, PV panels experienced a reduction of around seventy five percent
in their price (Shellenberger 2018). Their cost was 76 dollar per watt during the seventies and now
it fluctuates around the 0.30 dollar per watt mark (Snaith 2017).
While PV prices are falling, projects across Africa are spreading. The slow pace of expansion of
national grids facing a growing energy demand fueled by an accelerated population growth has
Fig.2 shows rural and urban electrification rates for sub-Saharan Africa, South Asia, Latin America, Middle East and North Africa
(MENA) and East Asia & Pacific.
11 There are no common accepted definitions of what a off-grid and specially a mini-grid are. The recurrence of terms such as micro-grids and
Nano-grids, further aggravate this problem. The explanations presented were based on the definitions proposed by the World Bank, see
http://energyaccess.org/news/recent-news/microgrids-mini-grids-and-nanogrids-an-emerging-energy-access-solution-ecosystem/ Accessed on
Dec 27, 2018.
12 Despite that the price performance of PV panels is remarkable, the wind turbines price improvements are by no means negligible. During the
same period (2009-2017) it experienced a decline of around fifty percent (Shellenberger 2018).
10
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made the utility-scale solar projects in Africa a nascent industry. Entrepreneurs, both international
institutions and environment organizations, agree that Africa has an enormous potential for
renewable energy production. As an illustration, the International Renewable Energy Agency
(IRENA) estimates that by 2030 Africa could be producing as much as 70 gigawatts from solar
energy itself (IRENA 2016, 7).
Notwithstanding, the fact that equipment prices are declining, demand is increasing, solar projects
are expanding, and there is convergence of opinions regarding the high potential of the region as a
solar energy producer, as of today, solar PV represents only a small proportion of the total share
of energy production of the continent. Bioenergy (48%), oil (23%) and Coal (14%) continue to
dominate a scenario where solar energy is only accountable for 1% of the entire energy production
in the continent (MIR 2018, 3).
2.2. A blockchain enabled solar project in Uganda
In Uganda already by 2013 the share of renewable energy sources represented more than 90% of
the mix (MEMD 2014). From the current 947 Megawatt (MW) of installed capacity, hydro and
thermal power are accountable for 645 MW and 101.5 MW respectively (USAID 2018, 1).
Regarding solar energy, there are important projects already in construction, like the Uganda Power
Stations I, II, III & IV, commissioned to the company Ergon Solaire with a joint installed capacity
of 500MW. Nevertheless, so far only two solar power plants are operational in Uganda (Soroti &
Tororo) with a capacity of 10MW each.
More recently, CleanPath Emerging Markets (CP-EM), a San Francisco-based company, and Wala,
a start-up based in South-Africa, announced their involvement in a $1.5 billion solar project which
plans to double the current installed capacity of the country and to allow Ugandan citizens to
consume electricity at zero-transaction fees. Aided by blockchain, this project not only aims to
increase the national energy supply and streamline the management of electricity payments, but it
proposes to develop, in the long-run, a complete parallel economic system (or ecosystem, as it is
usually referred); a form of circular economy that could expand to enable local exchanges of any
virtually kind of goods and services.
With important experience in the renewables energy sector, CP-EM will finance and execute the
plans related with infrastructure development. On the other hand, aided with its blockchainpowered financial services platform, Wala will allow users to pay for their electricity. But what does
make this proposed model truly different? And how can an entire new ecosystem be built?
Perhaps one of the most interesting features of this project is the fact that transactions in the
platform are not conducted in fiat currency but instead, in a digital token13 called $DALA. Wala
created a mobile application that is already enabling its customers in South Africa, Uganda and
Zimbabwe to pay for electricity, buy mobile air time, pay for school fees, send remittances and
perform micro-transactions with zero fees. None of the above-mentioned services are paid with
In this context, a token can be understood as digital representations of value. It is important to highlight that weather or not they can be
considered as a reliable store of value, it is still subject to a lot of debate. See for example (Burniske and White 2017).
13
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Ugandan shillings or South African rands, but with $DALA exclusively. In this way, it is precise
how a parallel system has started to be built. It is by using tokens that Wala enables payments across
a peer-to-peer network and circumvent high bank fees and commissions.
Although tokens can be more easily exchanged from user to user and without the need of a
middlemen, their acceptance represent themselves a significant challenge. The implementation as
well as the future expansion of such a system requires, among others, to increase demand and
number of tokens in circulation, expand the number of participants of the system and to gain their
confidence. The more trust these digital representations of value acquire, the higher the number of
people willing to use it as a means of exchange.
To achieve these ends, Wala initially followed a model similar to the one used in the early days of
Uber. Every customer could send invitation to new potential customers and for every new
registered user the company would give them free rides, or in the case of Wala, rewards in the form
of $DALA. Occasionally, this reward system was replaced by alternative methods that also involved
tokens. For example, offering customers to complete certain tasks (mini-jobs) on the application
or to act as local agents (so-called ambassadors) of the company to sign-up new users are also
retributed with $DALA.
Wala has intentions to gain the trust of more users and continue stimulating exchanges with tokens.
Tricia Martínez, the co-founder and CEO of Wala, commented in an interview that in 2019 the
company plans to first, create a network of agents that will allow customers to exchange fiat
currency to $DALA, second, to add a greater number of merchants and services providers to the
system and third, to build up a point of sales system integrated to retailers.14 These actions would
certainly contribute to expand the marketplace, improve the usability of tokens, and intensify their
circulation.
Concerning this project, the most important step taken by CP-EM and Wala is their intention to
pay at least one proportion of the salaries of the jobs they intend to create (estimated 200,000)15 in
$DALA tokens. The above could incentivize new merchants, service providers, and customers to
use $DALA as a form of payment. In such conditions, the marketplace will grow and thus the
system will mature.
Against this background, we perceive that the greatest potential from this project arises from the
possibility to move towards a blockchain-enabled system in which the currency used to make
exchanges is not subject to governmental control, monetary policies, or global crises. A system in
which solar energy production will be driving the systems’ value creation and concurrently
reinforcing the three pillars on which the 17 SDGs were built: economic growth, human
development and environmental sustainability.

It is clear that users have, at any time, the possibility to convert $DALA back to fiat currency by means of similar third-party mediators or
exchange services. However, in such a case the user will be confronted again with additional commissions and fees which it can be said act to the
detriment of the original objective: to circumvent fees.
15 This figure was mentioned during the interview conducted to Kudra Kalema, the co-founder of CP-EM. This number is based on its own
calculations and does not represent an official number.
14
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Furthermore, we consider that the core ideas proposed by this project, could lead us to take steps
towards more resilient and freestanding communities. Nevertheless, it is essential to carefully
consider the possible drawbacks and limitations. After decades of international development
practice, it has become clear that there are no universal solutions for common problems. With this
understanding, the next section will present a discussion of the capabilities and limitations
contextualized in Uganda.
2.3. Assessing the potential
There is a number of factors that can hinder the implementation of this project and restrict its
socio-economic impact. The results of a preliminary analysis of the limitations concluded that the
most relevant considerations can be grouped mainly in two dimensions: distribution and
decentralization.
2.3.1. Distribution
With an average of 75 kWh/year and electricity access of 23 percent in the urban areas and 19
percent in the countryside, Uganda is one of the countries with the lowest electricity consumption
and electrification rates in sub-Saharan Africa (USAID 2018:1). Certainly, the large-scale solar PV
project that Wala and CP-EM are carrying out will add a considerable number of households to
the grid. Nevertheless, the question that arises is how the different country areas will be impacted.
Several factors need to be considered before assessing this dimension. First, the energy produced
by CP-EM is expected to supply the national grid, which represents a logistic challenge by itself.
Compared to the off-grid solar farms that can be installed in remote areas without the need to have
a connection with the central grid, this project aims to reinforce the already existing one by adding
a series of mini-grids.
Second, the co-founder of CP-EM, Kudra Kalema, mentioned that CP-EM has already reached an
agreement with the government of Uganda to provide a total of 1 GW of electricity and up to 100
solar stations. The capacity of each of them, as well as their location are still to be defined. As it
will be argued below, this decision will be crucial for the socio-economy of the project.
The northern and eastern parts of the country have only around 3.7 and 5.8 percent of electricity
access respectively. Not surprisingly, both areas are considered to be the regions with greater
economic lag (World Bank 2017) (see Figure 3). Coincidentally, the northern and eastern regions
contain the areas with the highest potential for solar energy production in the entire country. The
above presents itself a huge opportunity to reverse the status quo; of both regions and even of the
entire country.
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Figure 4. Access to electricity by district. Source MEMD GIS Lab 2014.

In a report published in 2014, IRENA estimated that the potential of Uganda for PV solar
production was around a staggering total of 9470 TWh per year (IRENA 2014, 36). From this total,
as can be seen in Figure 5, the most suitable areas are mostly located in the north and east.
Consequently, the deployment of utility-scale solar plants in those regions could stimulate their
local economy and facilitate, on the long run, their integration to the rest of the country.
For this reason, the socio-economic impact of the project will be undoubtedly maximized if those
areas are to be prioritized. It is expected, however, that the mobile penetration and overall
economic activity in those areas are considerably lower compared to the rest of the country. But it
is precisely the underlying logic of the circular economy and the process of expanding and maturing
a new ecosystem (detailed in the previous sub-section) what could progressively develop and
promote a better-off in the living standards of those communities by facilitating local exchanges
and increasing the agricultural productivity, one of the most relevant economic activities in
Uganda.16

Apart from the conspicuous benefits that energy can bring to agriculture, like the possibility to use irrigation systems, blockchain is enabling
different enabling new business models to be developed. During the interview, Tricia Martínez commented during the interview that the company
has already plans to integrate a system of loans specifically aimed for farmers. The company aims to release the final consumer with the burden of
the common loans policies by offering a simplified solution.
16
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Figure 5. Solar resource map. Photovoltaic power potential. Source Global Solar Atlas 2017.

Broadened electricity access could potentiate this important economic sector that from 2006 to
2013 accounted for 79% of national poverty reduction (WBG 2016) and, at the same time, help to
develop a new one in an area currently stricken by limited opportunities. That is to say, by
harnessing the convergence of falling solar PV prices and capitalizing the innovations of
blockchains’ accelerated pace of development, this project has the potential to make the northern
and eastern regions an important hub for economic growth with direct retributions in the regional
and the national levels. Nevertheless, it remains to be seen if political interests govern over the
common interests.
2.3.2. Blockchain decentralization
In some publications assessing the potential of blockchain for development have raised concerns
about the difficulty for the final beneficiaries to take full advantage of the system. Zambrano (2017),
for example, acknowledges that blockchain can have important capabilities for promoting financial
inclusion. Nevertheless, he argues that people with low educational levels in rural areas, especially
the poorest ones, would find extremely difficult to handle public and private keys (Zambrano,
Seward, and Sayo 2017).
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Conversely, Wala is enabling beneficiaries to use the system without the need to understand and
deal with the complexity of blockchain. Certainly, Wala’s platform offers a friendly-user and
intuitive interface that does not require users to manage and store private keys. In this sense, it can
be said that the user-centric platform proposed for this project will enhance the usefulness of
blockchain-based solutions for larger segments of the population.
Sure enough, Wala has succeeded in simplifying daunting process, like managing access keys, but
in order to achieve it Wala has become an intermediary; a custodian of the access keys of its users.
As such, there is nothing wrong with this. Users benefit from the easing of usually intricated tasks
and Wala continue to add value to blockchain-based solutions. Notwithstanding, there are as in
many other projects, risks that need to be considered.
Perhaps one of the biggest risks surrounds the issue of centralization of information. Typically, on
a centralized system the information is stored, maintained and administered in one central node,
also known as the server. On this type of system, the server has overall control over the nodes
which can access the information and over the conditions under which they can do it (Medina
2018, 8). From an administrator perspective, this design facilitates to regulate users’ interactions
and grant greater levels of control. Nonetheless, the fact that sensitive information (in the case in
question the access keys of all users) are allocated in one single or a reduced number of locations
makes the entire system more vulnerable.
In response to the question of the platforms’ security mechanisms, Ms. Martínez stated that
important measures have been taken to prevent misuse of this information. Nevertheless, some
infamous cases have highlighted that the risk will always exist. In 2014, for example, the once
biggest cryptocurrency exchange Mt. Gox became a victim of a cyber-attack. As a result,
approximately 850,000 Bitcoins belonging to its customers and the company itself were lost; an
amount valued more than $450 million at the time of events (Huang and Dougherty 2014). Another
incident occurred in 2016, when a hacker found and exploited a combination of vulnerabilities in
one software run on top of the Ethereum platform, called the DAO, gaining control of tokens
with an estimated value of 50 million at the time of the attack (Falkon 2017).
With both examples, it is sought to insist that despite the precautions taken, the risk will always be
meaningful. Moreover, as the system grows, and the value of the tokens increases, the risk of being
the target of a cyber-attack also grows simultaneously. In this respect, one of the measures to
counteract this risk proposed by many blockchain proponents is to foster the decentralization of
systems. A more decentralized system can significantly increase its resilience, diminishing the
probabilities that cyber-attacks can challenge the integrity of the entire system.
In this respect, Ms. Martínez declared: “Our goal, on that path toward decentralization, is to enable

users to control their own private keys in order to have more ownership and control over the entire
process.” (Cuen 2018). The determination of the needed actions that would allow this transition to
occur would be, just as the geographical distribution of PV sites, crucial for the successful
development of this project. In other words, the capacity to capitalize the benefits of escaping the
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risks of the current financial system will be contingent to a timely transition and to future actions
which aims ensure the stability and integrity of the system.
3. Blockchain for supply chain
The supply chain industry is one of the most growing industries nowadays. It is assumed that the
supply chain industry in Africa’s cost countries is going to grow exponentially over the time. A
supply chain is explained as the network between a company and its suppliers to produce and
deliver goods to the end customer.
In a survey where the C level professionals were asked which aspects of digitization do they believe
can drive the most value, majority of them said it is supply chain visibility. Most of them believe
that, as of now, the supply chain is the biggest industry for the blockchain.
This opinion is mostly based on lack of transparency in the supply chain since customers cannot
be sure in the true origin and value of the products and services. Also, since the chain includes
more actors and the good or service goes through multiple channels (intermediaries), a lot of
information can get lost during this process. Moreover, there are environmental incidents that
cannot be tracked (Dickson, 2016).
Here are just a couple of reasons why supply chain is suboptimal:
1) Ocean fright accounts for roughly 90 percent of goods traded globally. To everyone’s
surprise, it is also highly dependent on paper documentation that has not been securely
digitized. Moreover, shipping information usually travels through numerous channels, any
of which can cause delay that not only costs valuable time but also money. In addition to
delays, lost documentation can also leave the goods stuck at checkpoint or port.
2) Supply chain is trust based and that its’ main problem. The intermediaries have different
and, in most cases, competing interests and still have to trust each other in order to create
the cohesive chain of operations to get the product from A to Z. Because of the trust and
reputation, it is difficult for small businesses to become a part of supply chain since the
manufacturers prefer the large companies with the well-known name and reputation to
cooperate with.
3) Non-transparent procurement process is additional week point. 31 percent of buyers claim
finding the right manufacturing supplier as a standard problem in the production process.
4) Outdated technology is the cause of inefficient product procurement processes that
accounts for a yearly loss of 1.5 billion USD in revenue for North American businesses.
5) Little to no IP protection is a top concern for 36 percent of businesses and a cause of data
breach for 39 percent of businesses. (Raval, 2018)
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3.1. Blockchain application for supply chain
Blockchain, as an insurer of transparency and security, is a great opportunity to create sustainable
business and resolve the problems that cause supply chain being suboptimal. It is a simple way of
passing information from A to B to…Z in a fully automated and safe manner with no need for
intermediaries, whereby the final receiving party Z has direct access to the complete and nonfalsifiable web-based transactional record tracing all the way back to originating party A.

Figure 6. When two chains combine – Supply chain meets blockchain (Deloitte, 2017)

The party A, first party to a transaction, is the one to initiate the process by creating a block which
is further verified by multiple computers distributed across the network. This verified block serves
as the starting point for a chain of blocks as the contents are passed from party to party and stored
across the network in numerous copies creating an immutable record of the whole transactional
history. In this way is the accounting ledger created that can never be changed or falsified unless
the party changes every single copy of the ledger which is, more or less, impossible. If the one copy
is destroyed, there are sufficient copies left in the cloud so that the block chain can never be lost
(Apte and Petrovsky, 2016).
Blockchain can be the solution to supply chain’s week points claiming transparency, speed, security,
non-falsifiability and accessibility among others. It would enable end users to verify the origin,
process and by whom the product or service they intended to purchase has been made and
assembled, cancelling out illegal ones. While the transaction record cannot be tampered with in the
blockchain, it does not mean that, in the case of products, the physical attributes (e.g. material) of
products has not been tampered with. Even though blockchain is the biggest advance in validation
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and authentication of supply chains yet, it cannot serve as traditional quality and auditing process.
These steps are supposed to be completed in the same way as they have always been. The difference
is that the actors involved in supply chain are supposed to make those steps as a part of
transactional record so that the next party and the end customer can be able to trace the process
and verify if the steps have been made or not, i.e. to build his or her trust in the chain (Apte and
Petrovsky, 2016).
3.2 World’s first blockchain coffee project
The supply chain process of coffee production is complex process that typically includes seven
levels: growing, harvesting, hulling, drying and packing, bulking, blending and roasting (Severins,
2015). This supply chain includes multiple middleman where coffee farmers and producers do not
get their fair share but are instead left at the short end of the stick receiving currently only 2 percent
of the added value of every cup of coffee (Reilly, 2017).
Moyee and bext360 see the big potential of blokchain in coffee production revolution that should
bring transparency and balance to the chain. In November 2017, Moyee, in cooperation with
blockchain pioneers bext360 and the FairChain Foundation, started running the world’s first pilot
coffee blockchain project in Ethiopia. The project indeed started the revolution in coffee industry
and brought recognition and fair share to farmers who pick the coffee cherries mainly by hand and,
since not all cherries are ripe at the same time, have to inspect one tree several times. The first
block in the chain has been already created and verified in the end of 2017 so it is possible to follow
real-time payments to Ethiopian farmers for their coffee cherries.

Figure 7. Real-time payments to Ethiopian farmers for their coffee cherries (Moyee, 2018)

But how Moyee’s blockchain coffee project works? It all started with bext360’s tokenization
technology which became point of interest of the Moyee founders, Guido van Staveren and Shane
Reilly, and FairChain Foundation. As the main idea of blockchain states, the bext360 platform
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provides all actors in the chain with the access to data saved in the supply chain which allows
complete analysis of it. A coffee drinker in Europe can now finally feed his curiosity and take a
look at the data to verify where does his coffee come from. Moreover, farmers and coffee
producers get their earned value added since the entire chain is transparent which makes sharing
the value added easier (SDG 8 and 12). How is this possible? The value of coffee is represented by
cryptotokens which are created by the bext360 platform at the point of collection. Not only does
this tokenization technology serve as representation of inventory valuation and brings the
reduction in transaction costs of global commodities, it reduces and, most probably, eliminates
completely the paper documentation in the long term which, on the other hand, eliminates possible
costs (Reilly, 2017).
3.2.1. Current Status of the Project
In his interview in December 2018, Moyee’s founder, Guido van Staveren told us that Moyee
moves from a BS product to a FairChain BS Platform that enables shared value chains with positive
externalities for any brand, product or value chain. It has three DApps:
1. first mile farmer level impact goals/indicators
2. supply chain traceability but value focused
3. last mile customer loyalty tokenization.

Figure 8. Moyee’s approach to connecting all actors in supply chain (provided by its’ founder Guido van Staveren)

The specialization of FairChain Foundation creates shared value chains with positive externalities
utilizing technologies. For the purpose of improving and streamlining value chain- related projects,
FairChain is supported by IT service providers for implementing, maintaining and optimizing the
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existing infrastructure and solutions of the FC BlockChain platform. The software solution,
available as a web application and smartphone application, is used for traceability, payments, farm
management and impact monitoring. Through the data captured on the Platform, users build digital
identities, and a history and profile of their assets (quality and quantity of the coffee produced and
processed) and financial profiles (value of coffee sold).
Each farmer will get a digital identity that will track yield and other impact indicators. To improve
the financial management of smallholder families, the farmers get digital wallets. Separated ID
wallets and accounts for men and women will also be created. It is making it easier for female
farmers to establish their economic credentials when having an own economic profile (SDG 5).
FairChain will use the FC-BlockChain farm management system to communicate with ingrowers
and smallholders, incentivize them through tokens, as well as to store farmer data, monitor
trainings and services offered. Smartphones will be provided to the ingrowers and to smallholders
willing to enter into a commercial performance based relationship with the farm consultancy,
creating digital wallets and identities for the users. A user-friendly and intuitive app, which users of
any education level can use, has a series of uses for farmers: receiving payments digitally and
therefore creating a credit history and becoming bankable, and uploading evidence of practices
adopted. Using the data capture on the FC-BlockChain Platform, farmers upload evidence
themselves – self-verification system.
1. FairChain-BlockChain (FC-BC) Platform is installed and captures user data, payment and asset
data, other financial and agricultural data. The value chain actors, including the trainers, auditors,
NGOs, coffee brands, consumers, financial institutions and other enablers get access to relevant
information.
2. Providing farmers with smartphones and the FC-BC application, which includes a digital account
and a digital wallet, and training them on its use.
Connected to the Platform, for traceability purposes, are also the rest of the supply chain partners.
The project will also include the provision of digital training materials and weather and market
information to farmers. The platform will be opened up for others like Moyee to ensure the scaling
up. The use of technology should facilitate a transition from donor funded smallholder training to
performance based private investments in farm consultancy.
The FairChain Foundation uses cutting-edge technologies to facilitate inclusive business models
and shared value chains with positive externalities. A new mindset is needed to rethink economics
and tackle the 21st-century challenges of (re-)distribution of wealth and honoring our planetary
boundaries. The added value of FairChain Foundation are its FairChain Roasting and FairChain
Farming programs and its specialization in utilizing Blockchain technologies for the purpose of
improving and streamlining value chain-related projects. Using a first-to-market blockchain
platform specifically geared at monitoring supply chains in developing rural regions, Fairchain
enables the effective monitoring and transparency of flows of commodities and finances between
farmers, producers, retailers and consumers. Fairchain provides not only the technological
infrastructure to execute such a project, but also the programmatic expertise to enable farmers to
access premium prices for their commodities by linking them with domestic and international
market opportunities. Fairchain has started supporting coffee farming in cooperation with local
farmers and extension service providers towards this end of increasing farmer income. The
organization is currently developing its own Fairchain Standards to monitor the quality of
commodity value chains, and it is expanding into other coffee-producing countries (e.g. Colombia,
Kenya and Rwanda), to establish partnerships with local farmer groups and entrepreneurs while
having extensive first-hand experience in the Ethiopian coffee and agriculture sectors through their
project with 3500 coffee farmer families in Limu area.
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3.2.2. Socio-economic impact
Moyee focuses on creating bankable supply chain. According to its’ founder, Guido van Staveren,
they are logging the second year of data of farmers creating a credit history and will experiment
with loans and wallets as a next step. They are currently working on finding proof that quantifiable
and verifiable proof of impact will lead to lower marketing spent, higher engagement and recurring
sales.
3.3. Criticism of blockchain in supply chain
Whereby the transactions in blockchain cannot be deleted or changed in any way possible, no one
guaranties those transactions are correct. Miners, supplier or those working for the supplier,
themselves can enter false and illegitimate transactions into the blockchain like over-invoicing,
changing quality documentation, exclusivity, shipping and distribution among others. Whereas the
blockchain is immutable, people are not. That is why the above-mentioned situation is more
probable in private blockchains, i.e. excluding big suppliers, where the extensive proof of work is
not required leading to a disappointing result for the end user. Existing supply chains are very hard
to change and adapt. Digitization and new technologies brought various benefits, but it is simply
not easy to insert a new technology into established supply chain systems because the integration
challenges are not to be underestimated (Mougayar, 2016, 124-127). It requires full cooperation of
everyone involved but can we provide big enough incentive to people to change their way of
operating and fixing the flawed relationships with other parties in supply chain? According to
Gartner’s brand manager, Kasey Panetta, 90 percent of enterprise projects already launched will
fail. In order to reach any level of maturity, enterprises have to create a “trust model” of the entire
system. Panetta says:”For a project to utilize blockchain technology effectively, it must add trust to
an untrusted environment and exploit a distributed ledger mechanism.”Steve Banker, Head of
Supply Chain & Logistics at ARC, shares Panetta’s view on maturity of the blockchain:”We will
know the technology is mature when people do not even use the term “blockchain”, much as
people do not use the term TCP/IP when talking about their use of the Internet.” (Burnson, 2017)
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4. Conclusion
An individual evaluation of the potential for each of the seventeen SDGs demonstrated that they
have important synergies. On the one hand, the advancement of blockchain applications can have
a direct influence in their achievement by fostering economic innovation among development
stakeholders, ensuring transparency and accountability for financial institutions. On the other hand,
International organizations as well as other stakeholders, such as business sector, academia and the
civil society can play their own role and utilize these technologies, applications and innovation to
help to advance the most pressing the global development challenges.
The project that CP-EM and Wala are conducting in Uganda exhibited how blockchain is calling
into question the current financial system by enabling alternatives intended to attain a more resilient
and community-oriented system. A more in-depth analysis of this project highlighted the need to
prioritize an equitable distribution of the potential benefits and showed that many of the
inescapable systemic risks can be addressed by upholding one of the most basic blockchain’s
premises, that is to say, decentralization.
In a similar manner, our research on blockchain applications in supply chain has proven that in
terms of the speed of the process, blockchain is more suitable for financial transactions of financial
instruments, stocks, medical records, etc. The quality and auditing processes are still and will always
be required for physical goods in order to validate and authenticate a supply chain slowing the
process of transaction.
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